RHEED spectra and low temperature NC-AFM images demonstrate that Au grows on the AlN(0001) (2×2)-N ad reconstructed surface as large (>100 nm) monolayer islands that form moiré patterns [1] . These experimental data allow us to build atomic models that are used as input for firstprinciples DFT calculations. These calculations show that the hexagonal Au adlayer interacts locally with the substrate via the acceptor and donor sites existing on the (2×2)-N ad reconstructed surface [2] . These interactions lead to local distortions of the hexagonal layer. Au adsorption is accompanied (i) by a global vertical charge transfer from the AlN substrate, that fulfills the electrostatic stability criterion for a polar surface, (ii) by lateral charge transfers mediated by the reaction of Au with the acceptor and the donor sites of the polar substrate.
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The stabilization of the monolayer is the consequence of these two mechanisms that lead to energy gains of electrostatic and chemical origin. This study rationalizes the physico-chemical effects associated with the adsorption of metallic islands on a polar substrate with a nonstoichiometric reconstructed surface and opens routes for the fabrication of metallic pads particularly interesting in the context of molecular electronics. These 2D metallic pads can also be the seeds for the growth of thick 2D gold electrodes. Such electrodes with a controlled metal-semiconductor interface could improve the reliability of the nitride active devices. 
